
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Define unsprung weight.

 b) What is the function of torsion bar?

 c) What  is the advantages of coil spring over 
leaf spring?

 d) Spring cover.

 e) Static balancing.

 f) Classify wheels.

 g) Classify brakes.

 h) What is function of master cylinder.

 i) Give the material of brake lining.
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 j) Antilock brake  system.

 k) Classify the main components of an 
automobile.

 l) Name various components of chassis.

 m) Name any four leading manufacturer of 
cars in India.

 n) Air - Bags.

 o) What is the function of seat belt?

 p) Tube less tyre.

 q) Define Disc brake.

 r) What is meant by 'Tyre retreading'?

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Explain body upholstery.

 ii)  Explain the function of suspension system.

 iii) Give the characteristics of spring materials.

 iv) Give the details of various parts of leaf 
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spring.

 v) Compare cross ply and radial ply tyres.

 vi) Explain wheel balancing.

 vii) What steps should be taken for tyre care 
and maintenance?

 viii) What are the requirements of good braking 
system.

 ix) Explain  the construction and working of 
master cylinder.

 x) Explain Disc brake.

 xi) Describe briefly brake fluid  and its 
characteristics.

 xii) What is the purpose of ABS system?

 xiii) Enlist the steps of preventive design.

 xiv) What steps should be taken to avoid injury 
in case of accident.

 xv) Explain the various type of seat belts.

SECTION-C 
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Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Explain  the construction  and working of a 
telescopic shock absorber.

Q.4 Give the principle, construction and working of 
hydraulic brake  system with neat sketch.

Q.5 Explain the various factors affecting tyre wear, 
causes of tyre wear and their remedies.

Q.6 Give the history of development of automobiles 
in detail.

Q.7 Explain the working of electronic vehicle 
stability  in detail.
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